Diabetes, as a global threat nowadays, causes the wide usage of exogenous insulin. Subcutaneous injection is the traditional insulin administration in the diabetes treatments and is inconvenient and painful, which results in potential side effects of hypoglycemia. Scientists have made great efforts to develop alternatives. As the promising solutions, smart insulin delivery systems fabricated with glucose-responsive compounds attract considerable attention in the field of diabetes treatments. This review discusses the classifications, properties, response mechanisms of the glucose-responsive compounds, glucose oxidase and concanavalin A and recent progress of glucose-responsive insulin delivery systems.

1. Introduction

Diabetes has shown increasing risks of death and disability in recent years. According to the statistics from IDF (International Diabetes Federation) diabetes atlas, in 2017, over 425 million people suffered from diabetes worldwide and it was predicted that diabetes would affect 629 million people’s life in 2045 [1]. Thus, how to treat diabetes becomes the global hotspot and receives considerable attention from both academia and industry fields.

Drug intervention is fairly common in diabetes treatments and exogenous insulin is one of the most important antidiabetic medicines [2]. So far, the insulin administration widely adopted nowadays has been based on frequent subcutaneous injection which has resulted in pain and possible hypoglycemia [3]. The pump system for continuous subcutaneous infusion with the controllable insulin flow acts as the second choice for diabetic patients. However, the high price, potential risks of skin infection and lack of portability impede the wider application [4–7]. Recently, emerging technologies are introduced in the insulin administrations in order to avoid pain [8]. Typical insulin administrations for reducing pain include the oral administration, nasal administration, pulmonary administration, transdermal administration as well as low-frequency injection administration [9–13].

To avoid hypoglycemia and improve controllability of insulin delivery, glucose-responsive compounds for fabrication of smart insulin delivery systems stimulate interest of the scientific world [14]. A smart insulin delivery system is always comprised of a glucose-responsive unit and an insulin carrier [14]. A glucose-responsive unit acts as the sensor to detect the blood glucose levels (BGLs) [14]. Subsequently, the performance changes of an insulin carrier, such as hydrophilicity, the crosslinking degree and pH, are induced, which regulate the releasing rate of insulin in the carrier [15,16].

The combination of pain-reducing technologies and glucose-responsive compounds shows an attractive future in designing smart insulin delivery systems with less pain. Fig. 1 illustrates the general working mode of smart insulin delivery systems and the pain-reducing technologies [14]. Therefore, this review discusses advantages and disadvantages of the pain-reducing insulin administrations in detail and systematically summarizes the classifications, properties and response mechanisms of the glucose-responsive compounds, glucose oxidase and concanavalin A.
mechanisms of glucose-responsive compounds. Furthermore, recent progress of glucose-responsive insulin delivery systems is highlighted with a comprehensive perspective for diabetes treatments in the future.

2. Diabetes, insulin and insulin delivery systems

It is necessary to understand the relationship between diabetes and insulin before an insulin delivery system is designed. Two leading challenges for insulin delivery are discussed.

2.1. The relationship between diabetes and insulin

Diabetes mellitus, or simply called diabetes, is a metabolic disorder characterized by hyperglycemia [17]. Diabetes is caused by impaired insulin secretion or insulin resistance [17]. Insufficient supply of insulin directly leads to disturbance of BGLs, fat as well as protein metabolism [17]. In a long run, different complications gradually appear, such as retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy, diabetic foot, bone fragility, stroke, peripheral artery disease and congestive heart failure [18–21].

Most of the diabetes patients are diagnosed as type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [17]. T1DM features absolute deficiency of insulin caused by the reduction of islet β-cells mass, while T2DM is usually associated with obesity due to overnutrition [22]. These two types of diabetes similarly result in hyperglycemia and, subsequently, raise bodies’ demand on exogenous insulin in order to keep the metabolic balance of blood glucose [23–27]. Exogenous insulin has been long challenged by two problems.

The first challenge is that the strategy for insulin delivery is extremely limited. A human insulin molecule is constructed by 51 amino acids (Fig. 2) with a total molecular weight of 5808 Da and possesses complicated three-dimensional structures [28]. High temperature, enzymatic degradation and poor permeability across biological barriers make subcutaneous injection the only commercial approach for the insulin administration nowadays [29–31]. However, diabetic patients commonly feel painful due to frequent injection [29]. Moreover, adverse consequences also exist, such as hypoglycemia, lipoatrophy and lipohypertrophy [32]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop alternative technologies for insulin delivery.

The second challenge is how to stabilize BGLs of diabetic patients in a long term with the proper dose of exogenous insulin, namely to avoid both hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. Porte et al. [33] reported that the insulin secretion of a healthy body followed a “two-pool” mechanism. One pool could release enough insulin in a short period of time to quickly reduce postprandial blood glucose, while the second pool could produce and release insulin sustainably for homeostasis of the fasting blood glucose [33]. Obviously, it is inconvenient to mimic the natural “two-pool” system by simply injecting insulin, even though different types of insulins have been developed for this aim (Table 1) [34,35]. Furthermore, the dose of insulin for each injection is highly dependent on personal experience and the operation method [36]. So how to make the insulin delivery process convenient and controllable is the key point for this challenge.

2.2. Insulin delivery systems

As the solutions for the first challenge, routes for insulin delivery through the intestine, nasal cavity, lung and skin are respectively studied [37,38]. The advantages and drawbacks of different insulin administrations nowadays are summarized in Fig. 3 [37]. Consequently, the patterns of insulin delivery systems and methods of modification vary from route to route.

For subcutaneous injection, it is frequent pricking that leads to pain and side effects [37]. Therefore, to lower the frequency, insulin delivery systems are aimed to prolong the insulin releasing period. For example, insulin-loaded microspheres could be simply delivered into human bodies via injection, but the releasing period would be much longer in comparison with insulin of direct injection [39]. Other insulin-loaded injectable particles [40] and injectable hydrogels [13,41] also follow the similar working mechanism.

Fabrication of painless needles is a feasible approach to avoid painful experience in insulin injection as well [36]. As the typical technology, microneedle patches (MNP) for transdermal insulin delivery possess much thinner and shorter needles to minimize pain [42].
Table 1
Classification of insulins [34,35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulin type</th>
<th>Typical brands of insulin</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid-acting insulin</td>
<td>Insulin lispro and insulin aspart</td>
<td>Avoid postprandial hyperglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-acting insulin</td>
<td>Humulin R and Novolin R</td>
<td>Avoid postprandial hyperglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate-acting insulin</td>
<td>Isophane insulin and insulin zinc</td>
<td>Control fasting BGLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-acting insulin</td>
<td>Insulin glargine, insulin zinc-crystalline and insulin detemir</td>
<td>Control fasting BGLs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The advantages and drawbacks of different insulin administrations. (Adapted with permission from ref [37]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.)

Table 2
Classification of glucose-responsive compounds [14,59,60].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Phenylboronic acid (PBA)</th>
<th>Glucose oxidase (GOx)</th>
<th>Concanavalin A (Con A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Synthetic chemicals</td>
<td>Natural proteins</td>
<td>Natural proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
<td>$10^2$-$10^3$Da</td>
<td>130-186 kDa</td>
<td>25.5 kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose-responsive mechanism</td>
<td>Specific reaction with glucose</td>
<td>Enzymatic reaction</td>
<td>Glucose binding behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong interferents</td>
<td>D-fructose, D-galactose and other 1,2-cis−/1,3-diols</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>D-mannose and D-fructose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. (a) The equilibrium between charged and uncharged phenylboronic acid and their esters [63]. (b) The equilibrium between phenylboronic acids and their esters. $K_{eq-tri}$, $K_{eq-tet}$ and $K_{eq}$ are all equilibrium constants and $K_{eq}$ is named as overall association constant [63].
MNPs could be prepared by metals, silica and polymers, in which polymeric MNPs are accessible for chemical modification and carry chemical blood-glucose sensors for smart insulin delivery [12]. The major obstacle for polymeric MNPs is the low capacity of insulin [43]. Oral administration is another common approach for drug delivery [44]. However, how to avoid enzymatic degradation and achieve better intestinal permeability are the main challenges for oral insulin [45]. Insulin-loaded carriers like particles and hydrogels are usually modified with protective layers and absorption enhancers [8,46]. For example, Shan et al. [47] reported a novel nanoparticle platform for efficient oral delivery of insulin. Cell penetrating peptide (CPP) was co-loaded with insulin in order to achieve efficient epithelial absorption and mucus permeation [47]. Fan et al. [48] designed an insulin-loaded chitosan nanoparticles modified by deoxycholic acid. Insulin could overcome multiple barriers of the intestinal epithelium by exploiting the bile acid pathway [48].

Apart from oral administration, other painless administrations such as nasal administration and pulmonary administration are also designed [8]. Insulin powders, which can be simply fabricated by packing insulin in supplementary materials, are commonly applied in both of these two administrations [49,50]. The key challenges for nasal insulin delivery are related to mucociliary clearance and poor insulin permeability through the epithelium, so the insulin delivery systems could be modified by absorption enhancers and mucoadhesive polymers [51,52].

3. Glucose-responsive compounds, glucose oxidase and concanavalin A

When it comes to the second challenge—how to form a smart insulin delivery system of controllable insulin releasing behaviors, the key is to design stable units with the sensitive glucose response. These glucose-responsive units are based on glucose-responsive compounds, glucose oxidase and concanavalin A [53–58]. Phenylboronic acid and its derivatives are typical glucose-responsive compounds and could specifically react with glucose [14]. Glucose oxidase is the enzyme and could catalyze the glucose-related reaction [14]. Concanavalin A is the natural glucose-binding lectin and could be isolated from specific plants [14]. Table 2 lists the different properties and stimuli-responsive mechanisms of the glucose-responsive compounds, glucose oxidase and concanavalin A [14,59–63].

3.1. Phenylboronic acid and its derivatives

Phenylboronic acid (PBA) and its derivatives are the most widely used artificial compounds for fabrication of glucose-responsive units. PBA could shift between the uncharged trigonal form (hydrophobic) and the charged tetrahedral form (hydrophilic) under equilibrium [59]. Both forms of PBA could react with glucose or other 1,2-cis−1,3-diols, but the charged PBA has better affinity with glucose [59]. Fig. 4 illustrates the equilibrium between these four molecules (A, B, C and D) above while Eqs. (1)~(3) give the definitions of $K_{eq\text{-tri}}$, $K_{eq\text{-tet}}$ and $K_{eq}$ [63].

\[
K_{eq\text{-tri}} = \frac{[C]}{[A][\text{diol}]} \quad (1)
\]
\[
K_{eq\text{-tet}} = \frac{[D]}{[B][\text{diol}]} \quad (2)
\]
\[
K_{eq} = \frac{[C] + [D]}{([A] + [B])[\text{diol}]} \quad (3)
\]

The biggest challenge to fabricate a glucose-responsive unit by PBA and its derivatives is how to improve their glucose-responsive performances at physiological pH (pH = 7.4) [62]. Three classes of methods are developed to conquer this problem (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Examples of different PBA and its derivatives. (a) PBA with electron-withdrawing groups, (b) PBA with “B-N” coordination bonds or “B-O” coordination bonds and (c) PBA/diol complexes.

![Fig. 6. (a) The relationship between LCST and pH of poly(NIPAAm89.5-co-DDOPBA10.5) (○, no glucose; ●, glucose concentration of 5 g/L) and of poly(NIPAAm90.5-co-AAPBA9.5) (▲, no glucose; △, glucose concentration of 5 g/L). (Adapted with permission from ref. [64]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.) (b) The monomer structures of the copolymers [64].](https://example.com/fig6)
3.1.1. Phenylboronic acid-based compounds with electron-withdrawing groups

Electron-withdrawing groups are introduced into the aromatic ring of PBA to make a PBA molecule more acidic, or in other words, to lower $pK_a$ of the molecule (Fig. 5(a)). PBA with the lower $pK_a$ value shows better affinity with glucose [59].

Matsumoto et al. [64] designed a novel molecule, 4-(1,6-dioxo-2,5-diaza-7-oxamyl) phenylboronic acid (DDOPBA), as a glucose-sensitive monomer, which was copolymerized with thermo-sensitive N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm). The results showed that the glucose sensitivity was improved since the copolymer containing DDOPBA ($pK_a = 7.8$) moieties had a LCST (lower critical solution temperature) value closer to the physiological temperature compared with the 3-acrylamidophenylboronic acid (AAPBA, $pK_a = 8.2$) group under pH 7.4 (Fig. 6) [64].

Other substituent groups are also studied based on the Hammett equation [66], such as the sulfonyl group [67,68], nitro group [69], carboxyl group [64] and halogen atoms (−F, −Cl, −Br) [65]. Fig. 7 shows a series of $pK_a$ values of PBA and PBA derivatives [64,65,69–71].

![Fig. 7. The $pK_a$ values of PBA and PBA derivatives [64,65,69–71].](image)

3.1.2. Phenylboronic acid-based compounds with “B–N” coordination bonds or “B–O” coordination bonds

Based on this strategy, 4-(2-acrylamidoethylcarbamoyl)-3-fluorophenylboronic acid (AmECPBA), with a lower $pK_a$ value of 7.2, was adopted to further adjust LCST [65]. 7.5 mol% AmECPBA endowed the polymeric hydrogel with excellent glucose-dependent swelling properties under the physiological temperature and pH [65].

Other substituent groups are also studied based on the Hammett equation [66], such as the sulfonyl group [67,68], nitro group [69], carboxyl group [64] and halogen atoms (−F, −Cl, −Br) [65]. Fig. 7 shows a series of $pK_a$ values of PBA and PBA derivatives [64,65,69–71].

Fig. 8 gives a fitted straight line by relating $pK_a$ values of PBA and substituted PBA compounds with substituent constants ($\sigma$) [64,65,69–71].

![Fig. 8](image)
dimethylaminomethyl group is introduced into the ortho-position of a PBA molecule to form the “Wulff-type” phenylboronic acid [72]. The intra-molecular coordination decreases the pKa value of modified PBA to 5.2 due to the mechanism of solvent insertion [73,74]. Similarly, intermolecular “B-N” coordination could also reduce pKa of PBA [75,76]. Ren et al. [77] designed a “B-N” complex based on 3-aminophenyl-boronic acid (3-APBA) and 1,6-hexamethylenediamine (HMDA). The complexes were covalently bonded on the macroporous epoxy resin and showed good affinity with cis-diol-containing compounds in a neutral medium (Fig. 10).

In comparison with the “Wulff-type” PBA, the modified PBA molecule with the “B-O” coordination bond possess a similar pKₐ value and improved water solubility [78,79]. This type of PBA is called the improved “Wulff-type” PBA [78,79]. Chen et al. [80] described a hydrogel-based platform for 3D cell encapsulation. The gelation process occurred successfully in the PBS of pH 7.4 (Fig. 11) by forming dynamic boronic ester bonds between the benzoxaborole and catechol [80].

### 3.1.3. Phenylboronic acid/diol complexes

Since PBA molecules could form boronic ester bonds with glucose and other diols, it is feasible to fabricate glucose-responsive hydrogels by grafting both PBA and diol moieties on the networks [59]. As shown in Fig. 5(c), derivatives of the catechol and saccharides were reported as the diol moieties [81,82]. Fig. 12 explains the general working mode of this type of systems [78]. Dissolution of the hydrogel networks occurs because the free glucose molecules compete with diol moieties in the hydrogel networks [78]. It is also remarkable that even these hydrogel systems containing the PBA moieties of high pKₐ show glucose-responsive behaviors at physiological pH [81]. For example, Dong et al. [81] fabricated the hydrogel with AAPBA (pKₐ = 8.2), but the glucose-
dependent drug releasing behavior existed in the hydrogel at physiological pH. The possible reason for this phenomenon was that a small part of the PBA moieties interacted with glucose. Then the interaction resulted in dissolution of the hydrogel.

3.2. Glucose oxidase

Glucose oxidase (GOx) is the most widely studied enzyme for monitoring BGLs. GOx exists widely in microorganisms, plants and animals [83]. GOx is comprised of two subunits bonded with two prosthetic groups of flavin adenine dinucleotides (FAD) respectively [84]. Fig. 13 shows the structure of GOx [85], while Table 3 gives the basic properties of GOx [84].

GOx acts as a biocatalyst of high specificity in the oxidation reaction of D-glucose to D-glucono-δ-lactone [97]. D-glucono-δ-lactone subsequently converts into D-gluconic acid due to non-enzymatic hydrolysis [97]. Meanwhile, FAD takes two hydrogen atoms from glucose to form FADH₂, and FADH₂ reacts with O₂, the electron acceptor, to reach H₂O₂ [97]. Details of the mechanism of the GOx biocatalytic reaction are described in Fig. 14.

GOx shows excellent catalytic selectivity to β-D-glucose compared with the other saccharides and their derivatives [84]. The relative activities of GOx against different monosaccharides are listed in Table 4 [90]. In addition, α-glucose molecules existed as the open-chain structure, pyranoses and furanoses in equilibrium [90]. The predominant species, α-D-glucopyranose and β-D-glucopyranose, also indicated a remarkable difference in the GOx catalytic reaction [90]. The reaction rate based on α-D-glucopyranose is as fast as 0.64% of that based on β-D-glucopyranose [90].

Inactivity caused by high temperature, pH and enzymatic action is the biggest challenge when it comes to improving the performances of GOx as a glucose-sensitive unit. Wu et al. [98] adopted metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as the protective layer to immobilize GOx, which successfully avoided activity loss in the trypsin or EDTA (1 wt%) solution. GOx could also be encapsulated in nanogels [99], hollow nanospheres [100] and vesicles [101] to avoid inactivity.

Inflammation of human tissues caused by H₂O₂ is another significant obstacle for GOx-based smart insulin delivery systems [99]. Most solutions are associated with catalase (CAT) [102], peroxidase (HRP) [98] and the other artificial peroxidases. For example, Qu et al. [103] encapsulated hemin in the GOx-based glucose-responsive hydrogels to obtain stable H₂O₂-consuming behaviors.

3.3. Concanavalin A

The third class of glucose-responsive compounds are related to glucose-binding proteins including gram-negative bacteria, apoenzymes and lectins [104]. Concanavalin A (Con A) is the most widely used lectin and each Con A molecule contains four sugar-binding sites at physiological pH [105–107].

Sugar-binding sites of Con A are capable of bonding with hydroxyl groups of α-D-mannopyranose, α-D-glucopyranose and the other non-reducing sugars at C-3, C-4 and C-6 [107]. Thus, the specifically binding behaviors have been applied in detecting specific saccharides [108–112] and certain glycoprotein-containing cells [113–115]. For example, Li et al. [116] designed a novel glucose biosensor containing Con A and dextran. Con A and dextran dispersed and interacted on the surfaces of the probes, and then dissociated in the glucose-dextran competitive reaction when the glucose concentration raised [116].
The most important problems for Con A are poor biocompatibility and instability [117]. Therefore, if Con A is applied as the glucose-responsive unit in a smart insulin delivery system, cytotoxicity and the decreasing glucose sensitivity should be seriously considered [117]. Immobilization of Con A was reported as a method to avoid these problems [58]. For example, Con A could be covalently bound in the hydrogel matrix against leakage into human bodies [118].
4. Glucose-responsive insulin delivery systems

Based on the discussion of the two challenges, it is promising to fabricate smart insulin delivery systems with different strategies and the controllable insulin releasing rate. Herein, four groups of smart insulin delivery systems are defined according to the sizes including glucose-responsive molecules and supramolecules, glucose-responsive particles, glucose-responsive macroscopic hydrogels and glucose-responsive devices. Fig. 16 gives typical patterns of each group.

4.1. Glucose-responsive molecules and supramolecules

Insulin molecules [119] or insulin-containing supramolecules [120] could be modified by PBA and its derivatives to obtain glucose-responsive properties. Such a group of glucose-responsive insulin of the nano- or subnano-scale could be simply delivered into the human circulatory system by injection [119].

Chou et al. [119] synthesized a series of chemical modified insulins covalently bonded with aliphatic chains and PBA moieties as shown in Fig. 17. The aliphatic domains, inspired by the long-acting insulin detemir, were designed to prolong the BGLs-controlling period, while the PBA moieties provided the modified insulin molecules with glucose responding behaviors [119]. The modified insulins showed improved BGLs-controlling performance, and the longest effecting time could be extended to more than 3 times in comparison with those without PBA moieties [119].

Glucose-responsive supramolecules could be designed based on the host-guest chemistry. For example, Seki et al. [131] prepared a host-guest inclusion complex containing γ-cyclodextrin and insulin. Glucose-responsive γ-cyclodextrin was modified by nitrophenylboronic acid

![Fig. 16. The classification of glucose-responsive systems and their typical patterns including modified insulin compounds (Adapted with permission from ref. [119]. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences.), insulin supramolecules (Adapted with permission from ref. [120]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.), nanogels (Adapted with permission from ref. [121]. Copyright 2015 The Royal Society of Chemistry.), nanoparticles (Adapted with permission from ref. [122]. Copyright 2017 Wiley Online Library.), red-blood-cell (RBC) nanoplastforms (Adapted with permission from ref. [123]. Copyright 2018 Wiley Online Library.), micelles (Adapted with permission from ref. [124]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.), nanovesicles (Adapted with permission from ref. [125]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.), MOFs (Adapted with permission from ref. [126]. Copyright 2018 The Royal Society of Chemistry.), microparticles (Adapted with permission from ref. [127]. Copyright 2015 Springer.), microspheres (Adapted with permission from ref. [39]. Copyright 2017 Taylor & Francis.), macroscopic hydrogels (Adapted with permission from ref. [128]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.), microneedles (Adapted with permission from ref. [129]. Copyright 2019 Wiley Online Library.) and catheters (Adapted with permission from ref. [130]. Copyright 2017 American Association for the Advancement of Science.). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)

![Fig. 17. The structures of aliphatic PBA-modified insulins and the aliphatic insulin [119].](image)
The modified insulin could be released out due to the bonding of NPBA moieties and glucose [131]. Fig. 18 gave the other example that Xu et al. [120] fabricated a host-guest inclusion complex based on PBA-grafted cyclodextrin and unmodified insulin. Both of these two systems aimed to regulate the leaving behaviors of insulin by changing the hydrophilicity of modified cyclodextrins.

4.2. Glucose-responsive particles

From the nm to μm scale, particles loaded with both insulin and glucose-responsive units are also designed to prolong the BGLs-controlling period in the injection administration [123]. With acid- and enzyme-resistant treatments, the glucose-responsive insulin-loaded particles could also be used in the oral administration [46]. According to the insulin releasing mechanism, these particles are classified into diffusion type and click type.

4.2.1. “Diffusion-type” particles

In a “diffusion-type” particle, the insulin carrier acts as a regulator when insulin transfers from the inner channels of the particle to the outer environments [122]. As shown in Fig. 19, the inner channels turn wider to promote the insulin releasing rate under high BGLs and return to the normal sizes under normal BGLs [122]. This type of particles usually shows a stable decline for the insulin releasing rate due to the gradual loss of insulin inside the particles [122].

Polymeric nanoparticles or microparticles are typical “diffusion-type” particles. For example, Chang et al. [132] designed insulin-loaded nanoparticles assembled by Con A and amylopectin. The Con A/amylopectin interaction could be weakened under the increasing glucose concentration [132]. However, insulin-loaded nanoparticles or microparticles usually possess “burst effect” which results in uncontrollable initial drug releasing behaviors [133–135]. In order to solve this problem, the particles could be designed as core-shell structures [136]. Wu et al. [39] adopted the layer-by-layer technique to encapsulate insulin-loaded PLGA microspheres with PBA-containing polymers and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). Thus, the “burst effect” in the first day was significantly avoided [39].

Functionalized silica nanoparticles are also studied for insulin loading due to the high loading capacity and biocompatible [137].

Fig. 18. The glucose-responsive mechanism of insulin/β-cyclodextrin supramolecules. (Adapted with permission from ref. [120]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.)

Fig. 19. The glucose-responsive mechanism of “diffusion-type” particles [122].
Oroval et al. [122] designed a GOx-based silica nanoparticles capped by β-cyclodextrin/benzimidazole inclusion complexes as shown in Fig. 20. Insulin was loaded in the inner channels of these particles [122]. Therefore, under a high glucose concentration, GOx could provide an acidic environment which further promoted dissociation of the “caps” and the release of insulin [122]. Similarly, gold nanowires could be modified for glucose-responsive insulin delivery as well [138]. Peptides with special segments possess could form coacervates which are deemed to be the potential carriers in drug delivery systems. Lim et al. [139] encapsulated insulin and GOx in the coacervate droplets of DgHBP, a kind of peptides separated from the Humboldt squid beak. The peptide coacervates were pH-sensitive, so that their dissociation as well as insulin releasing behaviors were triggered by GOx when the glucose concentration increased [139].

Glucose-responsive microgels and nanogels with three-dimension networks also act as “diffusion-type” particles due to the inner channels of tunable sizes. Typically, a portion of the crosslinking points are unstable and dissociable under a high glucose concentration, which induces the swelling ratios of the gels to increase and further promotes the insulin releasing behaviors. Herein, Con A-sugar-based crosslinking points [140] and boronic ester crosslinking points [121,141] are the most widely studied. An alternative approach to fabricate glucose-responsive gels is based on the glucose-induced transfer from hydrophobicity to hydrophilicity [142,143]. For example, Lee et al. [144] reported a kind of insulin-loaded nanogels where the PBA moieties in the gel networks obtained improved hydrophilicity at high glucose levels and insulin could be released out controllably. Rapid immune clearance is a universal problem for drug-loading particles in the injection administration. As a solution, red blood cells...
(RBCs) were used as camouflage materials in injective insulin delivery systems [123,145]. In Fig. 21, Fu et al. [123] designed a GOx-based glucose- and pH-responsive system to control the insulin releasing behaviors, and this system was creatively encapsulated in the RBCs. Thus, the glucose-responsive insulin release was successful and immune clearance was avoided as well [123].

4.2.2. “Click-type” particles

“Click-type” particles are defined as self-assembled particles which dissociate quickly in glucose-containing solutions [146]. In comparison with “diffusion-type” particles, insulin loaded in the “click-type” particles is directly exposed instead of slowly diffusing into the outer environment under a high glucose concentration, so “click-type” particles usually possess a much faster insulin releasing rate [146]. Fig. 22 illustrates the general mechanism of insulin release in “click-type” particles [126].

PBA-modified polyelectrolyte microcapsules are typical “click-type” particles, in which layer-by-layer electrostatic interaction could be interfered under a high glucose concentration. Shi et al. [147] prepared the glucose-responsive polyelectrolyte capsules with two different polymers which contained PBA moieties and saccharide pendant groups respectively layer by layer. Insulin encapsulated inside could be released out when the boronic ester bonds between two adjacent layers dissociated under an increased glucose concentration [147].

Glucose-triggered amphiphilic polymers are also synthesized to fabricate micelles, vesicles and other “click-type” particles. PBA-modified polymers are widely studied in this field since the hydrophobic PBA moieties could convert into hydrophilic PBA/glucose complexes [148]. Moreover, GOx could also be applied. Li et al. [149] synthesized tertiary-amine-containing polymers based on the pH-responsive mechanism of GOx. GOx provided an acidic environment under a high glucose concentration and then enhanced the combination of tertiary-amines and hydrophobic groups [150].

Table 5 The working mechanisms of different amphiphilic polymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydrophilic end</th>
<th>Hydrophobic end</th>
<th>Glucose-responsive material</th>
<th>Particle morphology</th>
<th>Mechanism of hydrophobic- hydrophilic transfer</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG &amp; OEG</td>
<td>PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Coumarin moieties &amp; PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Coumarin moieties &amp; PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfobetaine moieties</td>
<td>PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Disisopropyl amino groups</td>
<td>GOx</td>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>Protonation of tertiary amines</td>
<td>[149]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Ketals</td>
<td>GOx</td>
<td>Vesicles</td>
<td>Hydrolysis of ketals</td>
<td>[125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillararene/ PBA inclusion complexes</td>
<td>Alkyl groups</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Vesicles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gluconic acid moieties</td>
<td>PBA moieties</td>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Nanoparticles</td>
<td>Formation of PBA/glucose complexes and dissociation of PBA/sugar moieties crosslinking points</td>
<td>[154]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 23. The synthetic route and the glucose-responsive mechanism of the insulin-loaded Zn$^{2+}$/imidazolate- based ZIFs. (Adapted with permission from ref. [126]. Copyright 2018 The Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Fig. 24. The synthetic route and the dissociation mechanism of H₂O₂-sensitive insulin-loaded hydrogels. (Adapted with permission from ref. [128]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.)

Fig. 25. Formation and dissociation of the injectable hydrogels with boronic ester crosslinking points. (Adapted with permission from ref. [161]. Copyright 2018 Wiley Online Library.)
amino groups and protons. Protonated tertiary-amino groups led to dissolution of the initially amphiphilic chains, which promoted the insulin releasing behaviors [149]. Table 5 summarizes the components of different amphiphilic polymers as well as their working mechanisms.

MOFs could also be classified as “click-type” particles in acid media. Duan et al. [126] prepared insulin-loaded Zn2+/imidazolate-based MOFs (also named as ZIFs) as shown in Fig. 23. GOx was added in the system as a trigger to create an acidic environment and further make the particles dissociate at high glucose levels.

Contrary to the RBC-based “diffusion-type” particles above, Xia et al. [155] designed another RBC-camouflaged insulin delivery system of ultrafast response. In this case, GOx was creatively grafted on the surface of RBC membranes, so that H2O2 generated under a high glucose concentration could destroy the RBC membranes in a short time and insulin could be released out quickly [155].

Self-regulated nanoparticles fabricated by acetal-modified dextran and GOx were also reported as the “click-type” particles [156]. The acid-sensitive acetal-modified dextran transferred into soluble dextran under a high glucose concentration [156]. Thus, the encapsulated insulin could be released out [156].

4.3. Glucose-responsive macroscopic hydrogels

Hydrogels of the mm scale or even larger sizes act as insulin-loaded
platforms with more complex structures in comparison with molecules and particles. The insulin releasing rates of the glucose-responsive macroscopic hydrogels depends on the tunable sizes of the inner channels which are typically regulated by changing hydrophilicity of the hydrogel networks [65] or breaking the crosslinking points [157]. Potential applications of these hydrogels are related to the injection administration [158], transdermal administration [159] and oral administration [160] of insulin.

4.3.1. Bulk hydrogels

Bulk hydrogels of three-dimensional networks usually possess definitive morphologies and protect insulin against external effects such as acid, enzymes, heat, etc [157,161]. Moreover, insulin diffuses out of the hydrogels with different rates which could be directly controlled by the...
tunable sizes of the inner channels under different glucose concentrations [15]. It is a feasible approach to control the insulin releasing behaviors by modifying the hydrogels with PBA moieties [65]. An increased glucose concentration could promote hydrophilicity of PBA moieties and improve the swelling ability of the hydrogels which result in the enlarged sizes of their inner channels [65]. In contrast, hydrogels with PBA/diol crosslinking points follow a totally different working mechanism [12]. Here the boronic ester bonds could be broken by the competitive reaction with glucose or oxidation by GOx [12]. The decreased crosslinking points promote the insulin releasing rate [12]. Zhang et al. [128] prepared the insulin/GOx-coencapsulated hydrogels with PBA-pinacol-ester-modified crosslinking points as shown in Fig. 24. These crosslinking points could be broken by H₂O₂, thus the insulin releasing rate could be promoted under a high glucose concentration [128].

Bulk hydrogels are extremely suitable for insulin delivery via oral administration since they could protect insulin against acid and enzymes [157,161]. For example, Li et al. [162] dispersed insulin-loaded nanocarriers (INCs) with PBA moieties in the crosslinked hyaluronic acid (HA) hydrogels to avoid insulin denaturalization [162]. Compared with that without HA gels, the INC/HA system contained more insulin with bioactivity when going through the stomach [162].

4.3.2. Injectable hydrogels

Injectable hydrogels, in comparison with the bulk hydrogels, are usually crosslinked by weak chemical bonds which could form under mild conditions [13]. Thus, bioactivity of insulin could be well kept in the fabrication of injectable hydrogels.
The boronic ester bonds are reversible, of which dissociation could be triggered by glucose [78]. The gelation process of the injectable hydrogel with this type of crosslinking points could occur by simply mixing the PBA moieties-containing solution and saccharide moieties-containing solution [161]. In Fig. 25, Lee et al. [161] reported the injectable hydrogels fabricated by trehalose-grafted polymers and PBA-modified PEG. Moreover, the dynamic boronic ester bonds could be formed within 5 min [161].

The pH-triggered strategy for insulin delivery, which is based on the interaction between glucose and GOx, is an alternative approach to prepare injectable hydrogels. Schiff bases are the promising candidates as the pH-sensitive crosslinking points of this mechanism (Fig. 26), because such kind of injectable hydrogels could be easily formed at pH 7.4 and be dissolved in the acidified solution [41].

Besides the covalent bonds, non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction and hydrophobic interaction, also could promote the gelation process [163]. For instance, Li et al. [163] prepared injectable hydrogels with acid-sensitive peptides as shown in Fig. 27. Under an increased glucose concentration, the pH value was reduced via GOx, which promoted dissolution of the hydrogels and the insulin releasing rate [163].

4.3.3. Hydrogel-based microneedle patches

Hydrogel-based microneedle patches loaded with glucose-responsive units are emerging technologies for smart insulin delivery [28]. To some extent, the hydrogel-based microneedles are similar to the bulk hydrogels because mechanical strength provided by stable crosslinking points is necessary for microneedles to insert into human skins [12]. Additionally, glucose-responsive particles are also introduced into MNPs to form hybrid platforms for enhanced stability of BGLs [43].

Hydrogels containing PBA moieties show potentials in fabricating microneedles of high stability. Chen et al. [129] reported the first PBA-based MNPs for insulin delivery. As shown in Fig. 28, AmECFPBA (pK\text{a} = 7.2) and NIPAAm were adopted to prepare the microneedles with glucose-responsive behaviors under physiological conditions [129]. The semi-interpenetrating network formed by PBA-based hydrogels and silk fibroin enormously improved the mechanism strength of microneedles [129]. Moreover, an insulin reservoir was designed for the long-term usage, so that the fresh insulin solution could be simply added [129]. Insulin diffused through the inner channels of microneedles and then permeate into human bodies [129].

In comparison with PBA-based microneedles, more glucose-responsive MNPs are designed based on GOx. For instance, Yu et al. [43] reported a GOx-based MNP of the hypoxia-responsive mechanism (Fig. 29). Insulin and GOx were preliminarily encapsulated in self-assembled polymeric vesicles (PVs) which were dispersed in the needle part of a MNP [43]. 2-nitroimidazole (NI) groups were grafted on the polymer chains of the PVs as the hypoxia-sensitive triggers [43]. Under high BGLs, GOx could rapidly consume dissolved oxygen to construct a hypoxic microenvironment which resulted in dissociation of PVs and the release of insulin [43]. However, by-product H\text{2}O\text{2} remained in the MNP and even diffused into tissues which could result in inflammation [43].

To solve this problem, Wang et al. [99] designed a core-shell H\text{2}O\text{2}-responsive MNP with H\text{2}O\text{2}-scavenging performances as shown in
Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Fabrication method</th>
<th>Response target</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Insulin type</th>
<th>Dose (IU/kg)</th>
<th>Tmax (h)</th>
<th>Cmax (μU/mL)</th>
<th>RBA (%)</th>
<th>Cmin (μU/mL)</th>
<th>Tmin (h)</th>
<th>RPA (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Self-assembly + molding</td>
<td>Hypoxia</td>
<td>150 600</td>
<td>Human recombinant insulin (27.5 IU/mg of Zn salt)</td>
<td>275 1120</td>
<td>1.5 1</td>
<td>33 4</td>
<td>30 4</td>
<td>20 3</td>
<td>15 1.5</td>
<td>90.1 90.1</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>Nanogel encapsulation + molding</td>
<td>H2O2</td>
<td>800 5</td>
<td>Pancreatic β-cell</td>
<td>– – – –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>[165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Self-assembly + molding</td>
<td>Hypoxia</td>
<td>300 600</td>
<td>Human recombinant insulin</td>
<td>1375 2200</td>
<td>1 – 23 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>MNSs encapsulation + molding</td>
<td>H2O2</td>
<td>250 550</td>
<td>Porcine insulin (30 IU/mg)</td>
<td>40 –</td>
<td>– 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>MBGs encapsulation + molding</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>250 550</td>
<td>Porcine insulin (30 IU/mg, from porcine pancreas)</td>
<td>20 3</td>
<td>2 96.2 ± 3.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP + PVA</td>
<td>Self-assembly + molding</td>
<td>Glucose + H2O2</td>
<td>250 500</td>
<td>Porcine insulin</td>
<td>40 –</td>
<td>– 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Self-assembly + molding</td>
<td>Hypoxia + H2O2</td>
<td>300 600</td>
<td>Human recombinant insulin</td>
<td>275 1300</td>
<td>2 – 29 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>Self-assembly + molding</td>
<td>H2O2 + pH</td>
<td>300 600</td>
<td>Human recombinant insulin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>– 22 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[170]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 30. The core parts of the microneedles were partially crosslinked by H2O2-sensitive boronic esters while H2O2 could be generated under high BGLs in the enzymatic reaction of GOx [99]. Therefore, these boronic ester crosslinking points were broke by H2O2, which promoted insulin to release out [99]. Meanwhile, catalase (CAT), as the H2O2 scavenger, was loaded in the shell parts of the microneedles to avoid inflammation [99].

The pH-responsive mechanism was also realized on the organic/inorganic hybrid MNPs reported by Xu and his coworkers as shown in Fig. 31 [164]. Insulin, GOx and CAT were originally loaded in the inner channels of the mesoporous bioactive glasses (MBGs) [164]. Then MBGs were capped with acid-sensitive ZnO quantum dots (ZnO QDs) and dispersed in the microneedles [164]. GOx provided an acidic micro-environment under hyperglycemia conditions to dissolve the ZnO QDs [164]. Thus, insulin was subsequently promoted to be released out from MBGs. Such an organic/inorganic hybrid MNP also possessed good mechanical strength [164].

Fig. 32 gives comparative data between the GOx-based microneedles and the PBA-based ones [45,129]. Table 6 summarizes the glucose-responsive MNPs applied on diabetic mice with the materials, preparation methods and test results in vivo. Remarkably, all the GOx-based MNPs are combined with glucose-responsive particles while the hydrogel matrix of MNPs only acts as the transdermal carrier without glucose-responsive properties.

4.4. Glucose-responsive devices

Glucose-responsive devices over the mm scale, especially the artificial pancreas, are usually characterized as complex structures and long-term self-regulated insulin releasing behaviors [171–173]. The technologies for fabricating glucose-responsive particles and macroscopic hydrogels are also applied in the glucose-responsive devices [58,174,175].

Sahota et al. [176] studied an implantable device for controllable insulin delivery in a long term. The Con A/dextran complexes, as the glucose-responsive “on-off” switches, realized the stable insulin release for over 700 days [176].

Chu et al. [177] fabricated a different close-looped system based on GOx. Acid-sensitive NIPAAm/MAA nanoparticles were initially introduced into the outlet of the system in order to avoid the leakage of insulin [177]. These nanoparticles shrunk under high BGLs and swelled when the BGLs decreased, so that the insulin releasing rates could be controlled recurrently [177].

To avoid inactivation of GOx and cytotoxicity of Con A, Matsumoto et al. [130] designed a PBA-based device as an artificial pancreas (Fig. 33). The self-regulated insulin delivery under physiological conditions (pH 7.4, 37 °C) was realized via copolymerization of N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAAm), the temperature-sensitive component, and AmECFPBA, the glucose-sensitive component [130]. Herein, AmECFPBA possessed a pKa value of 7.2, which was near from the physiological pH, and provided a sensitive response to the glucose concentration [130]. Meanwhile, NIPMAAm also provided the device with a sensitive response at the physiological temperature [130]. This device could automatically regulate the insulin releasing rates in many cycles according to the BGLs [130].

The polymeric film is another type of carrier to store and deliver insulin. Liang et al. [178] reported a honeycomb-patterned film to capture insulin in the cavities. The cavities were modified by 3-aminophenylboronic acid and alginate successively so that insulin aggregates could be immobilized on the surface of the cavities via electrostatic interaction (Fig. 34). When the glucose concentration increased, insulin could leave the surface of cavities under the competition of glucose and alginate for bonding with PBA moieties [178]. The insulin-capturing films possessed high releasing efficiency at hyperglycemia as well as stable storage properties at normoglycemia [178].
5. Summary and outlook

Glucose-responsive insulin delivery possesses great potentials in diabetes care and overwhelms traditional insulin delivery via manual subcutaneous injection. Scientists devote themselves to create smart insulin delivery systems of controllable releasing rates. A series of products and devices with different sizes are fabricated for not only improved injectable insulin delivery systems but also oral, nasal and pulmonary approaches. The emerging technologies for smart insulin delivery are all based on different glucose-responsive strategies, materials and synthetic routes.

Apart from the advantages, several problems remain to be solved. Firstly, the insulin releasing behaviors, especially for the insulin delivery systems of high loading capacity, still have potentials to be explored. Since the insulin releasing rate is directly controlled by BGLs and the insulin concentration in the delivery system, the releasing doses of insulin after meals show a continuous decline. Hence, it is necessary to avoid the possibilities of hypoglycemia in the several early doses and the insufficient insulin supply when loaded insulin is nearly exhausted. For the purpose of hypoglycemia prevention, GhavamiNejad et al. [179] reported the PBA-based microneedle patch for glucose-responsive glucagon delivery. Glucagon delivery was enhanced to raise BGLs [179]. Another promising solution is associated with the binary-drug loaded systems of insulin and glucagon. The alternative drug-releasing behaviors could be controlled by the glucose-responsive carrier matrix [180]. Moreover, to avoid the insufficient insulin supply, simulation of the “two-pool” mechanism for endogenous insulin secretion is worthy of consideration. Fresh insulin should be periodically added into the insulin delivery systems via external manipulation or self-regulated materials [129].
Secondly, the balance between the insulin administration frequency and the capacity of insulin in the delivery systems should be deeply studied and further achieved. A low frequency of insulin administration is the key to avoid pain, wounds and possible infection, but the low frequency correspondingly results in an increased dose of insulin with latent risks on the cells in the administration sites. One solution is to improve bioavailability of insulin. For the oral insulin delivery systems, the combination of glucose-responsive materials and cell-permeability enhancing agents could improve the bioavailability of insulin and reduce the drug-loading capacity [181,182].

Thirdly, bio-safety of glucose-responsive insulin delivery systems should be carefully considered. Residual monomers after polymerization and soluble molecules or oligomers in biodegradation of polymeric systems are delivered into human bodies together with insulin. These compounds possess ambiguous toxicological properties. Further evidence are needed to prove safety of the smart insulin delivery systems in the long-term usage. Systematic studies on the metabolic mechanisms of the monomers, polymers and degradation compounds should also be carried out.
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